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1. INTRODUCTION

2. WHYGENERALIZED
METHODOF MOMENTS?

The three most important developments in time series
econometrics in the last 25 years arguably are generalized
method-of-moments (GMM) estimation, vector autoregressions (VARs), and the analysis of nonstationarytime series
(unit roots and cointegration).This article surveys the role of
GMM in macroeconomictime series.
The seminal contributionto the literatureon GMM was
made by Lars Peter Hansen (1982); his work is the focal point
of our survey. Hansen's article had importantantecedentsin
the econometricsliterature.Two-stageleast squareswas developed independently by Theil (1953) and Basmann (1957).
Basmann (1960) provided an alternative derivation similar
to minimum chi-squared estimation (see also Rothenberg
1973). The formulationof two-stage least squaresas an optimal instrumentalvariable (IV) estimator under conditional
homoscedasticity and a test for overidentifying restrictions
was proposed by Sargan (1958, 1959). These methods were
extended to nonlinear models by Amemiya (1974, 1977),
Jorgenson and Laffont (1974), Gallant (1977), and Gallant
and Jorgenson (1979), Gallant and Jorgenson also proposed
a test statistic that ties naturallyto Hansen's (1982) test of
overidentifying restrictions. In addition, several articles by
White (1980, 1982a, 1982b) can be viewed as GMM applied
to cross-section linear regression.
The startingpoint for this articleis not this earlierliterature,
however, but rather Hansen's (1982) contribution.Sections
2-4 exposit the rationale, structure,and impact on applied
work of Hansen's article. Section 2 presents a simple rational forecastingexample to illustratewhy in many applications
generalizedleast squares(GLS) is not an alternativeto GMM.
Section 3 defines notation and illustrates the use of GMM
to estimate a nonlinear time series model (the consumptionbased capital asset pricing model), and then outlines a linear
dynamicpanel model. Section 4 reportsa small survey of economics journals,examiningthe prevalenceof GMM and other
estimationmethods in empiricaltime series work.
Section 5 turns to subsequentliteraturethat builds on the
work of Hansen (1982). This section reviews some current
issues of research interest for time series GMM: efficiency
bounds,feasible attainmentof efficiency bounds,weight matrix
estimation,the time series bootstrap,and empiricallikelihood
methods. Section 6 concludes the article.

We use a simple example to motivateuse of GMM in time
series applications. Suppose that we wish to test the "rationality" of a scalar variable xt as an n period ahead predictor of a variable qt+n; the null is Eq,+n = xt, where for
the moment we leave unspecified the informationset used in
forming the expectation.The variablext might be the expectation of qt+n reported by a survey. Alternatively,xt might
be a market-determinedvariable posited by economic theory
to be the expectation of qt+n (e.g., qt+n = spot rate, xt = n
period-ahead-forwardrate). Let ut denote the expectational
error,ut = qt+n - Etqt+n = qt+n - xt. (The expectationalerror
u, is dated t ratherthan t + n for consistency with the dating
of regressionresiduals in the main part of this article.) Under
the null, Extu = 0, and ut follows a moving average process
of order n -1.
The many implications of the hypothesis that xt is the
expectation of qt+n can be tested in various ways. A particularly simple and naturalapproachis to regress qt+n on xt, to
see whetherthe coefficient on xt, call it 3, is 1:
qt+n = PXt +

Ut, Ho: 3 = 1.

(1)

(To keep the algebrarelatively uncluttered,we omit the constant that in practice likely would be included in this regression.) Suppose that n > 1. A question is how to deal with the
moving average disturbanceut.
We note that a GLS transformationgenerally will not be
appropriate.(In the presence of a serially correlateddisturbance, GLS generally requires that x, be strictly exogenous.
This is unlikely to be true in dynamic models and cannot be
true when xt is a predictorfor qt+n.) This has been observed
before (e.g., Hansen and Hodrick 1980), but may not be generally appreciated.We illustrate the problem with a particularly simple example (although even this "simple" example
inevitablyinvolves some tedious algebra).Suppose that n = 2.
Let v,, and v2t be two iid randomvariablesthat are mutually
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is to eliminate the serial correlationby creating a subsample
of every nth observationand then apply least squares.
This is patently an unattractiveapproach.A GMM solu+
<
0.
+
0
1,
(2)
=
1qt-1
tion
is to estimate by least squares, using every observation
q,
Vlt V2t-1,
b
and
adjusting the covariance matrix of the estimator. The
.
that is, the
Let Etqt+2- E(qt+2 vlt, v2t, lt-1, 2t-1 ...);
adjustmentto the covariancematrix accounts not only for the
expectation is formed using observationson both v's and not
moving average aspect of the disturbance,but also for het+ v2t, ut
just the sum vIt + V2z-,. Then x, =--Etqt+2=-2q
eroscedasticity of u, conditional on x, (if any). This was the
qt+2- Eqt+2 = vlt+2 + (Vlt+l + U2t+l " MA(1). Because ut " estimation
strategy of the Hansen and Hodrick (1980) study
MA(1), it has a Wold representationof, say,
of efficiency of forward exchange rates. These authors used
weekly observationson 13-week-ahead-forwardrates; in the
101< 1, with 0 the smaller root
u, = E,.- OE,_,
notation of this section, n = 13, q,+n= difference between
to the quadratic(1+ 02)Eutu,_1- OEu2= 0.
(3) exchange ratein t + 13 and exchange rate in t, = difference
xt
between
13-week-ahead-forward
rate
in
t
and
exchange rate
For t < 0, let us define q, = 0, x, = 0. If we abstract from
in
t.
errorin estimationof 0, then the GLS transformationinvolves
This estimation technique allowed Hansen and Hodrick to
applying the transformation(1 - OL)-' to both sides of (1)
and then estimating by least squares. The result of the trans- estimate:
formationis
"*efficiently
"*under weak assumptions
(6)
t+E
=
+Et,
(4)
"*with a techniquethat is computationallyconvenient.
Sqt2-xtj
j=0
j=0
independentand have finite variance. Suppose that q, is generated by

(say).

A standardcondition for consistency of the least squares
estimator of /f in (4) is that Ex, Et = 0. But this condition
typically will not hold. Observe that both E, and x, depend on
lagged v,,'s and v2t's,
Et

=
j=0

JUt_j

= terms in

andv2t+1

vlt+2, vlt+1,

+ 0[(0+ )v,,+v2t]
+ 02[(0+ )v?v)lt_1 V2t ]++

,=

L

jx,_=

(These points were made explicitly in Hansen and Hodrick's
article.) Indeed, these benefits are what Hansen's subsequent
(1982) article provided for a wide range of applications.
These include models that, unlike the one presentedhere, are
multiple-equation,nonlinear,and overidentified,with multiple
endogenous variables in a single equation. To illustrate such
models, we first review the setup of Hansen (1982).

3. GENERALIZED
METHOD-OF-MOMENTS
ESTIMATION

oJ(24t-j+ v2j

The first part of this section serves mainly to define notation. The second partillustratestwo applicationsof GMM, one
= (P2vIt+ kV2t+
((p3+ 0(2)Vlt-1
a nonlinearmodel and the second a panel data application.
Let 80 denote the k x 1 parametervector of interest, and
+ ((p2+ 6k)v2t+
(5)
•
..
let g,(/3) denote an m x 1 vector of moments that depends
It is clear from (5) that in general, both x, and et depend on on data through /, with m > k. The vector of moments is
v,'s and v2's dated period t and earlier.Thus x, and et will stationaryand satisfies the orthogonalitycondition, Eg,(3o0)=
be correlatedwith one another.An exception to this general 0. We generally consider systems of a equationswith additive
result is if v2t is shut down. If q, = qt-1 + v,,, then 0 = -P,
regressionerrors,writing the orthogonalitycondition as
and E, = 1t+2: Xt depends on past v's, but E does not, and
EW,u, =0
(7)
E, E, O. In the present context, v2t- 0 means that the
of
future
is
set
data
on
q's
using only
expectation
past q's;
more generally,in tests of rationalitythe condition for consis- In (7), W, is an m x a matrixof instrumentsand u, is an a x 1
tency of GLS is that the econometriciansees and uses all data vector of regressionerrorsfrom the a equationsin the system.
used in setting the expectation. In many contexts, this condi- We suppressdependence of ut on the parametervector in (7)
tion seems implausibly strong. (Ka-fu Wong has suggested to and, subsequently,when we can do so without confusion.
Let D be an m x m positive definite weighting matrix,with
us that the assumptionbe tested with a Hausman (1978) test
the "^"emphasizing that D may be sample dependent.Let T
comparingGLS and GMM estimates.)
Although GLS is inconsistent,other estimatorsare not. One be the sample size. Hansen's (1982) GMM estimatorchooses
could specify a time series process for q, and xt, and apply p3to minimize
maximum likelihood. Or one could estimate by least squares,
because an expectational error (u,) is uncorrelatedwith the
(8)
T-1 g,(t)
T-1Z gtr
?
expectation (x,). This approachis problematic,because serial
correlation in u, invalidates conventional least squares standarderrors-a fatal shortcomingin an applicationwhose pur- Hansen (1982) showed that undergeneral conditions, /3 is vT
pose is to test the hypothesis that 3 = 1. One possible solution consistent and asymptoticallynormal.
j=o

j=o
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Let fl

be the long-run covariance of g (3o),) -=
The efficient GMM estimator
E•j_- Egt,(fl)gt_j(I3o)'.
chooses D so that D ' - pf1. Assume efficient estimation,
and accordinglycall the weighting matrixf1-'. Let Gt denote
the m x k matrix of derivatives of the orthogonalitycondition, evaluated at 30o:Gt = dg,(o3)/l38. Similarly, define G
as the sample counterpartevaluatedat the sample estimate of
conditionsatisfied
0o, G = T' ET=1
dg,()/d"3. Thefirst-order
=
is
For
0.
future
reference, it
by /3 G'1- [T-1 ET=I g,(/)]
will be helpful to observe that because g&= Wu,, this firstorder condition may also be written as

expectations, EWu, = 0. Natural candidates for elements of
W, include lags of returns and consumptiongrowth and the
productof these two. For a single equationsystem (a = 1, ut =
bRt+,lx+, - 1), Hansen and Singleton (1982) set the orthogonality conditionto gt = Wtut,W'=(1Rltxt... Rlt-m+2Xt-m+2),
for various choices of m > 2. Because the dimension of 80 is
k = 2, this system is overidentifiedif m > 2. Evidently this
model is nonlinear,with multiple (specifically, two) endogenous variablesin the equation.If a > 1, it is multiequationas
well.
We briefly expand on the three points in (6) for the present
example. Given a vector of moment conditions Wu,, GMM
with weighting matrix l-'1 is efficient in the class of estiT
T-l -t
t --0, 9
=
2 = G11-lWt,
u,(t).
(9)
T-1
(9) mators that exploit EWu, = 0. Because much financial data,
including the monthly stock returnseries used by Hansen and
Thus, if there are more moment conditions than parameters Singleton (1982), seem to display conditional heteroscedas(m > k), then GMM proceeds in a fashion familiar from IV ticity, nonlinear two-stage least squares would be less effiestimation.It takes a linear combinationof the instruments-a cient. The GMM estimator maintainsweak assumptions,for
linear combination chosen to minimize the asymptotic vari- example, not requiringa parametricmodel for conditionalhetance of the estimator-and ensures zero sample correlation eroscedasticity or any distributionalassumption.Finally, the
GMM estimatorprobablyis no more computationallyinvolved
between this linear combinationand the residual.
than
maximumlikelihood.
The asymptotic variance of the GMM estimator is
To
illustrate panel data with dynamics, we modify this
[(EGt)f)-'(EGt)]-1. The criterion function (8), evaluated at
the estimated parametervector and suitably normalized by example as follows. First, for simplicity,we suppose thatthere
is single security with a time-invariantreturn R. The Euler
sample size, is asymptoticallychi-squared,
equation developed earlier can be written as bR(Ct+/Ct,) =

J -TT T1

gt(f)]D
t=l

T-1
gt(-3)

]

AX2(m- k).

(10)

t=l

We refer to the use of (9) as the "J test."It can also be called
a test of overidentifyingrestrictions.Evidently,it requiresthat
there be more moment conditions (m) than parameters(k)that is, that the model be overidentified.This test ties naturally to criterionfunction-based tests of parametrichypotheses (Gallant 1987; Newey and West 1987b).
We now returnto illustratingGMM in application.We do
so with a widely used model, the consumption-basedcapital asset pricing model. Let Ct be consumption, U(Ct) be
per-period utility from consumption, and b be a subjective
discount factor, 0 < b < 1. A representativeconsumer maximizes E, 'j= bjU(Ct+) subject to a budget constraintthat
allows the consumer to invest in any of a securities. Period
t investmentin the ith security pays off in period t + 1, with
return Rit+,. A set of a first-orderconditions for the maximization is U'(C,) = Et[bRit+lU'(Ct+)], i = 1,.... , a. On
rearrangement,these first-orderconditions can be written as
1 = E,[bRit+, U'(C+, )/U'(C)], i = 1,...,
a.
Further suppose that utility is isoelastic, U(C,)=C= +,
y < 0. With this utility function, U'(Ct+)/U' (C,) = (Ct/
C,) . Define consumption growth, x,,1 = Ct,/C,. Then the
set of first-orderconditions may be written as
Etut = Oa?1,

ut =

t-1

1 + ,t+1, where Etet+ = 0. Taking the natural logarithm, we
find A log Ct+ =--t+ et+l, where /t is a constant and et+1 is a

mean-zerotransformationof Et+1 (andconditionallymean zero
undernormality).Next, we introducehabit formationby specifying the consumer's utility to be a function of Ct,- a C,_,
ratherthan Ct for a parametera. Under a series of approximations (see Dynan 2000), the first-ordercondition may be
written as A log Ct = -t
aA log Ct,_ + et. Finally, we suppose that we have data from a panel with an error-component
model of the form eit = Xt y +? /i + it. (HereXi, is a vectorof
individual specific variablesand is not related to the variable
x, defined in the precedingexample.) The regressionequation
is thus
=
Yit ayit-1 + XtY+?Li + Vit,

where Yit= A log Cit.
Equation(12) is known as a dynamic panel. The complication is the joint presenceof the lagged dependentvariableyitand the individual-specificeffect pi. It is convenient to treat
/i as a fixed effect, because yit-_ is predeterminedbut not
strictlyexogenous. However,the classic fixed-effectsestimator
[ordinaryleast squares (OLS) applied to (12) after removing
individual-specificmeans] is inconsistent, because time averages of the lagged dependentvariableare correlatedwith time
averages of the error, as shown by Nickell (1981). A robust
solution is to take first differences of (12),

(11)

bRlat+lXtl

The aim is to estimate the 2 x 1 parametervector 3 - (b, y)'.
A set of orthogonalityconditions is obtainedby noting that
for any vector of variablesin the consumer'speriod t information set, say Wt,Et Wut = 0, and thus by the law of iterated

(12)

Ayit

=

aAyit-1

+ AX"t Y+
A it,

(13)

which eliminates the fixed effect ,i. Clearly, OLS on (13) is
inappropriate,because E(AyilAvit) # O.AndersonandHsiao
(1981, 1982) observed that lags of the data (such as Ayit_2
and yit-2) are valid instruments,so IV estimation of (13) is
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appropriate.The numberof valid instrumentsis proportional
to the numberof availablelags, however,motivatingArellano
and Bond (1991) and Arellano and Bover (1995) to formulate
a GMM estimatorthat exploits all lags as instruments.Once
again this estimator is efficient, maintains weak assumptions
(i.e., does not requirespecificationof the process followed by
the X's), and is computationallyconvenient(the likelihood can
be quite complicatedwhen X is nontrivial).For these reasons,
it is quite popularin the growing body of recent applied work
that estimates dynamic panel models.

referring to nonparametricestimation of a regression function, a category that does not include papers whose only nonparametricelement was related to covariance matrix estimation; "calibrationand other" (again, no explanation needed);
and "GMM."The GMM category includes linear regressions
that correct nonparametricallyfor serial correlationof disturbances, or that cite Hansen (1982) in presenting a test of
overidentifyingrestrictions.But it typically excludes OLS and
two- and three-stageleast squaresestimatorsof linear models
whose disturbancesare assumed to be iid, even though these
are special cases of the work of Hansen (1982).
In the handful of articles that made heavy use of two tech4. LITERATURE
SURVEY
niques, we attributeda .5 shareto each technique.An example
This section presents the results of a small-scale survey of is the articleby Kocherlakota(1990), which received a weight
some prominentjournals that categorizesempiricaltime series of .5 in calibrationand .5 in GMM. Such joint attributionwas
articles in terms of the techniques used (e.g., GMM, maxi- rare-we repeat that an article was counted in a given catemum likelihood). Our aim is to get a sense (admittedlycrude) gory only if it made centraluse of the relevanttechnique.For
of how prominentis the use of GMM in empirical work, and example, an article that performedunit root tests as a precurto get a feel for the role that GMM plays in articles that do sor to a detailed VAR analysis (e.g., Fackler 1990) would be
use it. We recognize that our survey may have yielded unrep- counted as "VAR"but not as "unitroot."
The results are given in Table 1. Column 1 indicates that
resentativeset of articles, that others might disagree with our
these
and
that
a
tabulation
of
some
journals included 187 empirical time series articles in
articles,
simple
categorization
does not reveal whether articles using one technique are, on these 2 years. Column9 indicatesthat35 of these articlesmade
average, more influentialthan those using another.We leave heavy use of GMM. Of these 35 articles, several also made
these as tasks for future research.
heavy use of a second technique, so the figures in column 8
To conduct the survey, we looked for articles on empiri- are slightly smallerthan those in column 9 (see notes 4 to the
cal time series published in 1990 and 2000 in seven journals: Table for furtherdetails). Columns2-7 presenttotals for other
AmericanEconomic Review; Econometrica;Journal of Polit- techniquescomputedsimilarlyto those for GMM in column 8.
The share of GMM in techniquesused is 14 of 84 in 1990
ical Economy; Journal of Monetary Economics; Journal of
and
18 of 103 in 2000, or about one-sixth. Unsurprisingly,the
Money, Creditand Banking; QuarterlyJournal of Economics;
modal
and Reviewof Economics and Statistics.We judged those jourtechniqueis parametricregression,accountingfor about
of
all techniques in 1990 (.40 • 36.5 of 84) and about
40%
nals to contain 84 such articles in 1990 and 103 in 2000.
in
30%
2000
In each article we attemptedto identify the main technique
(.30 , 31 of 103). Had VARs not been broken
a
out
as
or techniques used. Categories of techniques were "VAR,"
separate category, the parametricshare would have
to be about 40% in 1990. Equally unsurprisingly,
continued
referringto estimationof vector autoregressions;"parametric,"
referring to non-VAR articles relying on parametricestima- calibrationhas risen to a (distant)second in 2000, althoughit
tion by least squares or IV techniques that either assume iid and GMM are roughly equally common.
That our sample size is small, and our categorizationrough,
errorsor correctparametricallyfor serial correlationor conditional heteroscedasticityof disturbances;"unit root," for arti- are suggested by the figures for VARs. These figures show a
cles in which unit root or cointegrationtests were focal; "max- big jump between 1990 and 2000, whereas our sense is that
imum likelihood" (no explanationneeded!); "nonparametric," VARs enjoyed more or less equal popularityin the 2 years.

Table1. EmpiricalTechniquesUsed in PublishedArticles,1990 and 2000
Majortechniques used

1990
2000
Total

(1)
No. of articles

(2)
VAR

(3)
Parametric

(4)
Unitroot

(5)
MLE

84
103
187

1.5
9
10.5

36.5
31
67.5

4
4.5
8.5

14.5
10.5
25

(6)
Nonparametric
8
7
15

(7)
Calibration+
other
5.5
23
28.5

(8)
GMM
14
18
32

(9)
Reference:
no. of articles
using GMM
16
19
35

Journalof PoliticalEconomy;Journalof MonetaryEconomics;Journalof Money,
NOTE: We surveyedthe followingjournalsin 1990 and 2000:AmericanEconomicReview;Econometrica;
Creditand Banking;Quarterly
Journalof Economics;and Reviewof Economicsand Statistics.We judged these journalsto contain 84 empiricaltime series articlesin 1990 and 103
empiricaltime series articlesin 2000. Ineach articlewe attemptedto identifythe maintechniqueor techniquesused. These techniquesare listedin columns2-8. VARrefersto estimation
refersto estimationby least squares or IVtechniquesthat eitherassume iid errorsor correctparametrically
for serialcorrelationor conditional
of vector autoregressions."Parametric"
heteroscedasticityof disturbances;VARarticlesare not counted in this category.An articlefalls in the "unitroot"categoryonly if unitrootor cointegrationtests seemed focal to the study.
elementwas relatedto covariancematrixestimation.GMMincludesnonlinearoveridentified
estimationcategorydoes not includearticleswhose only nonparametric
The nonparametric
correctionfor serialcorrelationof disturbances.Columns2-8 sum to the totalnumberof articlesin column1. Ifan article
models;linearmodels are includedonly ifthere is nonparametric
of
we
each
a
count
.5.
This
the
fractional
then
used two maintechniques,
explains
technique
figuresin some columns.Italso explainsthe discrepancybetweenthe figuresin columns
gave
8 and 9. The totals in column9 are largerthanthose in column8 because 2 of the 16 GMMarticlesfrom1990, and 4 of the 19 GMMarticlesfrom2000, receiveda .5 weightin column8.
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Table2. Aspects of PublishedArticlesThatUse GMM,1990 and 2000
Typeof study
(1)
No. of articles
1990
2000
Total

16
19
35

(2)
Dynamic
optimization
6
10
16

Aspects of study

(3)
Forecasting
study

(4)
Other

(5)
Panel

(6)
Nonlinear
restrictions

(7)
J test

9
1
10

1
8
9

1
7
8

7
7
14

5
11
16

NOTE: The articlesconsideredhere are those definedas using GMMin column(9) of Table1. Column(1) is the same as column(9) of Table1.
The categoriesin "Typeof Study"are mutuallyexclusiveand exhaustive;those in "Aspectsof Study"are neither.

Similar caution applies to interpretationof the figures for the
maximumlikelihood estimatorand nonparametriccolumns.
What sort of economic problem led to the use of GMM in
these 35 articles? Most of the articles fall into one of three
categories. The first category is those articles that estimateda
first-orderconditionor decision rule from a dynamicoptimization problem. The leading example is an Euler equation for
consumption (e.g., Dynan 2000). Column 2 in Table 2 indicates that such articles account for about 40% of the 1990
GMM articles and 50% of the 2000 articles. The second category includes articles that examined forecasting ability over
a multiperiodhorizon, of either survey data or of a financial
variable(e.g., Mishkin 1990). Least squareswas the regression
technique, with nonparametriccomputationof the variancecovariancematrix.Column3 Table2 indicatesthatsuch studies
were very commonin 1990 and less so in 2000. The thirdcategory comprises articlesdescribinga setup in which there were
efficiency gains came from the use of many moments (e.g.,
Attanasio, Picci, and Scorcu 2000); most of these involved
dynamicpanels [see (12)]. Column4 in Table 2 includes these
articles,as well as a couple of othersthatused GMM for computationalconvenience or as a check on maximumlikelihood
estimation (e.g., McConnell and Perez-Quiros2000).
The remainderof Table 2 describes some technical characteristics of these articles. A given article can display more
than one of these characteristics.Column 5 shows that panel
studies using GMM have become much more common. A significant fraction of the articles estimate or test models with
nonlinear restrictions(Column 6), and many use the test of
overidentifyingrestrictions(Column 7).
We conclude, as expected, that parametriclinear models
dominate time series work. In terms of frequency of use, the
GMM techniques introducedby Hansen (1982) are tied for
second place, perhaps along with calibration and maximum
likelihood. In recent work, GMM techniques are most commonly used in nonlinearand panel data studies;in 1990, forecasting applicationswere also common.

5. SOMETOPICSOF CURRENTRESEARCH
In this section we touch on some active areas of theoretical
research.Much of this researchhas yet to have a noticeable
impact on empirical practice. But this researchmay be motivated by three related practical problems. The first problem
is that much simulationevidence indicates that the first-order
asymptotic approximationsfor /3, and for t tests and J tests,

work poorly in samples of typical size. The second problem
is that in practice,the J test often rejects at traditionalsignificance levels. The thirdproblemis that minor changes in specification, weight matrix, or choice of instrumentssometimes
have major effects on estimates and p values. These problems have led to a desire to find improvedGMM estimators,
practicalmethods for selecting instrumentsand weight matrices, improved distributionalapproximations,and the desire
to better understandthe behavior of GMM estimation under
misspecification.We discuss in turn theoreticalresults on the
choice of instrumentsand efficiency bounds, feasible selection
of optimal instruments,weight matrix estimation, the bootstrap, and estimationby empiricallikelihood.

5.1 EfficiencyBounds
In our presentationof resultsof Hansen(1982) in Sections 2
and 3, we assumed that we were given an m x a matrix of
instruments W, that was uncorrelatedwith our a x 1 vector
of regression disturbances,EWu, = 0. We illustratedwhere
that matrix might come from. In practice, there is often a
surplusof possible instruments.In the forecastingexample of
Section 2, lags of the expectationxt satisfy Ex,_jut = 0 for any
j > 0, as does any other variable available for use when the
expectation was formed. In the consumption-returnsexample
of Section 3, lags of returns,lags of consumptiongrowth, and
nonlinear transformationsof these are uncorrelatedwith ut
defined in (11), providedthat consumersused these efficiently
when making their consumptiondecisions. In the panel data
example of that same section, lags of consumption growth
beyond the first are uncorrelatedwith Avit defined in (13).
This leads to both theoreticaland practicalquestions about
instrumentchoice. In practice,choice of instrumentsinvolves
judgment and generally cannot be reduced to a mechanical
rule. Good empirical practice generally calls for some experimentation with alternative instrument lists, to ensure that
results are not sensitive to exact choice of moments.But there
are also some useful formal results that can help guide practitioners. In this section we summarizetheoretical results on
efficiency bounds when there is an infinite set of potential
instruments(see Hansen 1985; Hansen, Heaton, and Ogaki
1988; Bates and White 1993). Related results when there is a
finite set of potentialinstrumentshave been given by Breusch,
Qian, Schmidt, and Wyhowski (1999). Section 5.2 discusses
feasible estimation.
Throughout,we are informalin our statementof conditions.
Moreover,for expositional ease, most of our discussion takes
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place in the model like that in Section 2: a linear regression generatedby currentand lagged x's. In the special case when
with a single right-side variable that is uncorrelatedwith the the disturbanceis serially uncorrelated(Ex,u,x,_ju,_j = 0 for
all j : 0), an analog to weighted least squares is optimal,
MA(1) disturbance,
z4 = x,/,r2, where ot2 = E(ulx, xt_1,. .) (Hansen et al.
=
=
Yt = XtP + Ut,
E(u,
)
0,
lx,, x,_1,..
1988).
Eut
Hansen et al. (1988) described the efficiency bound for
for
(14)
IjI>1.
Ex,u,x,_ju,_j=0
when the regression disturbancefollows an MA process and
Assume firstthat ut is homoscedasticconditionalon current is possibly conditionally heteroscedastic. This bound may
and lagged x's: E(uu,_ I currentand lagged x's)= Eu,u,_j for be described in a series of steps that parallel the argument
all j. As in (3), let 0 be the MA parameterfor ut. Also assume for the conditionally homoscedastic MA(1) model given earthat the GMM estimators allowed are those that use current lier. First, forwardfilter the equation with a filter that, when
and lagged values of xt as instruments.We know from Hansen applied to ut, yields a serially uncorrelatedand condition(1982) how to choose the optimallinearcombinationif given a ally homoscedasticrandomvariable.Let 2t denote the random
finite set of lagged x's. But what linear combinationof current variablethat results when the filter is applied to xt. The minand lagged values of xt results in the optimal instrument,say imum asymptotic variance is obtained by instrumentingthe
resultingequationwith the instrumentE(,tlx,, xt_1,...). The
zt, when an infinite set of lags of x may be used?
To derive z4, follow Hansen and Sargent (1982) and efficiency bound may be obtained with estimation of (14) by
in
Hayashi and Sims (1983) andforwardfilter (14) with the filter an instrumentthat results from filtering E(,tIx,, xt,_,...)
=
Define
O
certain
a
Hansen
et
al.
1/(1 OL-1).
1988; Anatolyev 2002).
way (see
Y, - Yt/(l OL-') Ej=0 Jt+j, Xt
Xt/(1 - OL-') = ,100 Ojxt+j, and it = ut/(1 - OL-1) =
Then (14) becomes Yt= xit+ it. In contrastto
=_-0Ojut+j.
the residual that results from the usual GLS transformation, 5.2 FeasibleEstimation
defined in (4) and (5), i, is uncorrelatedwith all potential
How does one construct a feasible estimator that asympinstrumentsbecause it is a linear combination of future u's, totically attains the efficiency bound described in the prewhereas the GLS residual is a linear combinationof past u's. vious section? Hayashi and Sims (1983) and Hansen and
Moreover,ii, is serially uncorrelated.Because it is also condi- Singleton (1991) noted that one possibility is to estimate
tionally homoscedasticby assumption,an optimalestimatorof using the techniques of Hansen (1982) with an instrument
/ in the equation Yt = Pit + ii, is one that uses an instrument list that grows with the sample size. In our example
(14),
= E(,it instruments).In terms of the initial equation (14), this might mean estimating with an instrumentvector
=
Wt
zt
an asymptoticallyequivalentestimatorrelies on an instrument (xt,
where n grows with T at a suitable rate.
x,_,n)',
xt_1 ...,
and the estimator
Koenkerand Machado(1999) establishedthe rate for a crosssectional model with errorsthat are independentacross obser?I+i*
Zt = Ozt_l
+?cit,9 * =
*x)
vations.
To our knowledge, the rate has not been established
t t tztYt
for
time
series models.
t=1
t=1
In addition,there is some simulation evidence that in samf*= E(forward filtered xt, instruments)
ples of typical size, a GMM estimator that uses sufficient
number of instrumentsto come close to the efficiency bound
= E•-(EOjxt+jxt'Xt-1j=O.... "(15)
will tend to have poor propertiesin practice(West and Wilcox
1996; West, Wong, and Anatolyev 2001). In conditionally
homoscedastic models, an alternativeroute to attaining the
Here c is an arbitrarynonzero scalar.Thus zt == c j=0 ztj,
the optimal instrumentputs nonzero weight on all lags of efficiency bound is to obtain the necessary quantities with
parametric models, letting the dimension of these models
x,. For example, if xt -- AR(1) with parameter0, iz = (1increase with sample size. To our knowledge, the relevantrate
Hansen
the
(1985)
provided
04)-lx, and z* -= cE e,
*ztj.
generalizationof this resultto multiple-equation,possibly non- results have not been established. But simulationevidence of
linear systems with possibly high-orderserial correlation(see West and Wilcox (1996) and West et al. (2001) suggests that
such estimatorswill work well in practice(see also Keane and
the final paragraphof this section).
Now suppose that the regression disturbance is het- Runkle 1992; Schmidt, Ahn, and Wyhowski 1992).
eroscedastic conditional on the instruments. The literature
Fewer results are available in conditionally heteroscedastic
on efficient GMM estimation under such conditional het- models. In an autoregressionwith a serially uncorrelateddiseroscedasticity is less well developed. Suppose first that the turbance,Kuersteiner(2000) showed how to obtain the effiGMM estimatorsallowed are those that exploit the infinite set ciency bound in the space of estimatorsthat used lagged valof moment conditions Ex,_ju, = 0 for j > 0. Then in some ues as instruments.A major roadblock is that we typically
special cases, most notably that of a serially uncorrelateddis- do not know how to constructthe forwardfilter referencedin
turbance,closed forms for the optimal instrumentshave been the last paragraphof Section 5.1. Tauchen (1986) and Anaderived (Kuersteiner2000; West 2001).
tolyev (2000) used approximationsand nonfeasible estimators
But with conditional heteroscedasticity,it is naturalto aim to evaluate GMM estimators that efficiently use information
to exploit moments associatedwith the conditionalvarianceof on conditionalheteroscedasticityin the regressiondisturbance.
the regressiondisturbance,in example (14) allowing for instru- They often find that the finite-sample distributionis poorly
ments that are measurablewith respect to the sigma algebra approximatedby the asymptoticdistribution.
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5.3 WeightMatrix
In Section 3 we stated that the efficient GMM estimator
chooses the weight matrix D = f-)', where fl is a consistent
estimator of fl, the long-run covariance of gt(O). Because
this matrixis defined as the sum of autocovariancesof all lag
orders, fl is typically a kernel-weighted average of sample
autocovariancesof the form
h

f

=

F(O) + E wjh[F(j) + F(j)']
j=1

T-j

F(j)

= T-1

g+j(*)gt(Pj*)'.

(16)

t=1

where 3* is a preliminaryestimate of P. This heteroscedasticity and autocorrelationconsistent (HAC) estimatordepends
critically on the kernel weights Wjhand the bandwidth h
(sometimes called the lag truncation).
Which kernel weights should be used? The early literature
(e.g., Hansen 1982; White and Domowitz 1984) presentedan
estimator that is equivalent to setting wjh= 1, the so-called
truncatedor uniformkernel,which weights all estimatedautocovariancesequally. One problem with this choice is that the
estimate f1 is not necessarilypositive definite (which it should
be to be a properweight matrix). This motivatedNewey and
West (1987a) to suggest using kernel weights that guaranteea
positive definite f1. Popular choices in this class of kernels
includes the BartlettWjh= 1- j/(h + 1), Parzen,and quadratic
spectral.
How should the bandwidthh be selected in practice? One
guideline is to select h to minimize the mean squarederrorof
the estimatorfl. Optimal rates and plug-in rules for h were
derivedby Andrews (1991) and Newey and West (1994).
An alternativeto kernel HAC estimationis parametricestimation based on a fitted VAR. Some properties of such a
covariancematrix estimatorhave been analyzed by den Haan
and Levin (2000). An estimatorthat fits an MA model, under
the assumptionthat the autocovariancesare known a priori to
be zero after a lag, was analyzed by West (1997).
As noted earlier,the estimatorfl is a function of a preliminary estimate 1*. We can make this dependence explicit by
writing fl = fl(p*). Thus the conventional GMM estimator
minimizes

underthe alternativehypothesisof misspecification.Thus conventional HAC estimators f1-', which are based on autocovariancesof g, (P*) withoutrecentering,will be asymptotically
singularunderthe alternativehypothesisreducingthe powerof
the overidentificationtest. A simple solution is to use a HAC
estimatorfl based on the autocovariancesof demeanedg, (P*).
Because efficient GMM requires that the inverse weight
matrix be consistent for fl, the conventional asymptotic
approximationspecifies that h/T -- O0.An alternativeasymptotic frameworkhas been proposed by Kiefer and Vogelsang
(2002). Working with the "large bandwidth"approximation
h/T -- c > 0, they derive asymptotic distributionsthat are
nonstandardand reflect the randomnessin the estimation of
the weight matrix.They find thatlargervalues of c (e.g., larger
bandwidthsh) result in tests with betterfinite-samplesize performance (when the nonstandardcritical values are used) but
with reduced power. In some sense, this result is not surprising. The large bandwidthdecreases the bias of the estimated
weight matrix but increases its variance. The expansions of
Inoue and Shintani (2001) discussed in the next section suggest that bias is importantfor distributionalapproximations,
which is consistent with the improvedsize performance.And
an inconsistentlyestimatedoptimal weight matrix necessarily
results in inefficient parameterestimates and reduced power.
However,the new asymptoticdistributionof Kiefer and Vogelsang (2002) may prove useful as an alternativeapproximation
device, especially for analysis of the bootstrap.
A

5.4 Bootstrap

Monte Carlo simulationshave shown that asymptotic firstorder approximationsfor GMM estimatorsand tests have low
accuracy in moderate sample sizes. An importantalternative
to conventionalasymptotic approximationsare bootstrapdistributions, which calculate the finite-sample distribution of
GMM test statistics based on an approximatedata generating process. Because GMM is inherentlysemiparametric(i.e.,
the full distributionof the data is unspecified), it is necessary to use a nonparametricbootstrap(ratherthana parametric
bootstrap).
The primarybootstrapmethod appropriatefor nonparametric time series data is the block bootstrap,which works as follows. Let Ytdenote the vector of observations(includinglags)
used to constructthe moment gt(8) of Section 3. (Note that
this is a change in notation from earlier sections.) For some
block length C(which grows at a slower rate than T) construct
T-1 gt()
T-gt()
(*)(17)
blocks of data of the form (Yt, Yt-1,...
Yt-e). Then construct
t=l
t=l
a randomtime series y* by drawingrandomdata blocks and
Alternatively,we can allow f(3) to be freely varyingin /3 in pasting them together, until a time series of length T is created. GMM estimators and tests can be constructedon this
the constructionof the GMM criterion
bootstrapdata, and their distributioncalculatedby simulation
to constructconfidence intervalsand significance levels.
T-1E gt03) f(•)-i
T-1 gt(/) .
(18)
One important issue is block construction and length.
=
t=l
Hall and Horowitz (1996) considerednonoverlappingblocks,
The estimator that minimizes (18), known as the continu- whereas Andrews (2002) allowed for overlapping blocks.
ously updated GMM (CU-GMM) estimator, was introduced Hall, Horowitz, and Jing (1995) discussed the optimal choice
of block length e. They found that ox T1/4 for a oneby Hansen, Heaton, and Yaron(1996).
Focusing on the test for overidentifying restrictions, Hall sided significance test (or equal-tailed confidence interval)
(2000) observed that whereas gt(o) is mean zero under the and e oc T1/5 for a two-sided significance test (or symmetnull hypothesisof correctspecification,it has a non-zeromean ric confidence interval). A disappointing message delivered
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by Zvingelis (2001) is that the best possible error rates for
confidence intervalsconstructedusing the block bootstrapare
O(T-3/4) and O(T-4/3) for equal-tailedand symmetricconfidence intervals, which are noticeably larger than the O(T-')
and O(T-2) rates obtained for independent sampling. Thus
the block bootstrapachieves a low asymptoticrefinement-the
improvementin the errorrate relative to a conventionaltest.
It is probablywell known that bootstraptest statistics (e.g.,
a t ratio) should be centered at the sample estimate of the
parameter,rather than at the value specified under the null
hypothesis. (From the perspectiveof the bootstrap,the sample
estimate is the true value.) What is probablyless well understood is that overidentified GMM estimation requires additional recentering.Because the numberof moments m exceeds
the number of parametersk, the sample moments cannot be
set to 0. The problem is that the "true"moments of the bootstrap sample will equal the non-zero sample values, which
clearly violates the orthogonalitycondition (7). As a result,
naive bootstrapestimates and tests will be biased. A solution
proposed by Hall and Horowitz (1996) is to alter the bootstrapcriterionfunction so that the moments are centeredat the
sample moments. An alternativesolution based on empirical
likelihood weights has been suggested by Brown and Newey
(2002) in the context of independentdata, but their method
does not immediately apply to the block bootstrap.
The choice of kernel for HAC estimation when using the
block bootstrap is not straightforward.Hall and Horowitz
(1996) and Andrews (2002) assumed use of the truncatedkernel. This may appearto be only a technicality,but it actuallyis
an importantsimplification.Gotze and Kunsch (1996) showed
that for one-sided confidence intervals, the block bootstrap
does not provide refinementfor the Bartlettkernel. Inoue and
Shintani(2001) furthershowed that for symmetricconfidence
intervals and the J test, asymptotic refinements essentially
require use of the truncatedkernel. [The technical condition
relates to the characteristicexponent of the kernel (Anderson
1971, chap. 9). Gotze and Kunschrequirean exponentgreater
than 1; Inoue and Shintani,an exponent greaterthan 2.] Their
insight is that bootstraprefinementsfocus on the bias of the
variance estimator,which is minimized by the truncatedkernel. The dilemma is that the truncatedkernel does not guarantee a positive definite weight matrix.We are not aware of a
constructivesolution to this problem.
Another major difficulty imposed by the block bootstrapis
that the serial correlationpropertiesof the bootstrapdata are
altered by the blocking. This affects the variance of sample
averagesof bootstrapdata. Regardlessof the actual serial correlationpropertiesof the data series Yt,the bootstrapseries yt
is C dependent.Thus the sample mean of the bootstrapseries
yT*has an exact variancethat takes a complicatedform involving the sample autocovariancesof Yt.For example, if overlapping blocks are used,
var T-1/2 Y Y)
T-e

e

e

= e-'(T -e +1)-' C
• k=l
(yi+O
i=0
j=1

-Y)(yi+k -).

(19)
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Because the formula for the varianceof the bootstrapsample is not the usual one, a naive applicationof the block bootstrap using a conventional variance formula to construct the
bootstraptest statistic will be incorrectlynormalized.Davison
and Hall (1993) showed that the resulting error is of order
O(f/lT) + O(t-1), which can be greater than or equal to the
error of the first-orderasymptotic approximation.Hall and
Horowitz (1996) showed that this problem can be solved by
rescaling the bootstrap t statistic by a correction factor that
involves calculating (19). Andrews (2002) adopted the same
solution. Inoue and Shintani (2001) went a step further,recommending using the corrected estimate (19) for the weight
matrixused for the bootstrapGMM criterionfunction,parameter estimate, and test statistics, eliminating the need for the
correctionfactor.
To summarize,regardlessof the choice of kernel and bandwidth used in the actual estimation, when using the block
bootstrapit is necessary to constructthe bootstrapGMM criterion function, parameterestimates, and test statistics using
the correctedvariance(19). It is probablysurprisingto realize
that this must be done even if the weight matrix used in estimation does not take the HAC form (e.g., in an autoregression
with martingaledifference errors.)Again, this is because the
block bootstrapproducesdatawith an alteredserial correlation
pattern, and this must be handled in the computationof the
bootstrap variance estimators. Without these corrections, the
block bootstrapmay performworse than conventionalasymptotic approximations.Notice thatthereis a disconnectbetween
estimation and the bootstrap,because different formulas are
used for the HAC estimatorin actual estimation and in bootstrap estimation. This dilemma might appear artificial,but it
is the best recommendationcurrentlyoffered by theory.
A recent developmentis the Markov conditional bootstrap
(MCB) of Horowitz (2002), who suggested estimating the
one-step-aheadconditional density of the time series using a
multivariatenonparametrickernel density estimator,and using
the estimated conditional density to construct the bootstrap
time series. This method avoids many of the problems of the
block bootstrap,includingthe need to modify the HAC matrix.
Horowitz(2002) showed that in some cases the MCB achieves
a better asymptoticrefinementthan the block bootstrap.

5.5 EmpiricalLikelihoodEstimation
GMM is used in econometrics when estimation and testing is based solely on a set of unconditionalmoment equations. In this sense the method is semiparametric,because the
other dimensions of the joint distributionare left unspecified.
A closely relatedalternativeestimationand testing framework,
also well suited for semiparametricmodels defined by a set
of unconditionalmoment conditions, was developed by Owen
(1988, 2001) (see also Imbens2002). Owen called this method
"empiricallikelihood" (EL), because it is based on the constructionof a nonparametriclikelihood using no information
other than the sample and the moment conditions. An interesting feature is that unlike GMM estimation, EL does not
requireestimation of an optimal weight matrix. The criterion
function naturallyadaptsto the data.
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Qin and Lawless (1994) and Imbens, Spady, and Johnson
(1998) developed EL estimationfor independentobservations
and general overidentifiednonlinear moment equations. For
just-identifiedmodels, the parameterestimates are identical to
GMM. For overidentifiedmodels, the estimatoris a relativeof
the CU-GMMestimator(18). Testing and confidenceintervals
in the EL frameworkare naturallybased on the EL criterion
function. Kitamura(2001) suggested that such tests have a
strong optimalityproperty.
Kitamura(1997) and Kitamuraand Stutzer(1997) extended
EL estimation and testing to time series. When the moment
conditionsare martingaledifferences,estimationand inference
are identical to the case of independentobservations.Under
serial correlation, however, the criterion must be modified.
Kitamura(1997) suggested a blocking of the EL that stylistically resembles the block bootstrap,but plays a statisticalrole
closer to that of HAC estimationwith the Bartlettkernel.
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